
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM/HARDWARE

SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM
£99.95 (15K version]

£129.95 (48K version)
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233 K 144 x 30mm

Z80A

16Kand43K
3.5 MHz

The screen is divided into 24 lines
of 32 characters. Bit-mapped
graphics with a 256 x 192
resolution. 16 pre-programmed
block graphics characters plus 21
user-definable graphics
characters. Eight colours plus
flash and Iwo brightress levels.
Independent bordercolouw

ff •1•

System bps connector. Sockets
for cassette storage and P/

BASIC and Z80 Assembly
language. Further expansion via
software allows FOR — H, LOGO,
Micro-PROLOG and many others
to be used

40 movinc-key membrane ASCII
keyboard. The design allows up to
eight functions to be accessed
from one key via a series of Shift
keys

The computer comes complete
with an introductory -nanLal and a
main mania) containing a guide
to the micro's operation as well as
advice on Sinclair BASIC

The Spectrum File
In addition to tie vast number
of games packages available for
the Spectrum. there is also a
very resrectable body of
business and Fousehold
software on the market, much
of it priced at less than £1 Q.

With the introduction of the ZX
Mierodriie, there is no reason
at all why the Spectrum cannot
maintain large databases,
spreadsheets and word
processing applications.

Psion, one of Sinclair's
closest collaborators in the field
of softw2re production, has
been responsible for originating
much of this materia . Most
notably is has produced the
successful VU-series of
packages, including' VU-CALC,
VU-File and VU-3D. And despite
the deficiencies of the
Spectrun's keyboard, Microl
have produced The Vford
Processor, wh ch offers storage
space for up to 10 A4 pages of
text, and most of the facilit es
normally found in more
complete text editing packages
(including the abilityto me-ge
files)

At £130 for a 48K version, the
Spectrum offers an ideal
opportunity for the newcomer to
expe•imert. The Spectrum is also
blessed w th much greater
software and hardware support
from independent producers than
any other computer

The keyboard, although cleverly
designed, does not offer
typewriter-like facilit es. The
screen display is configured in a
highly non-standard way, Nhich
may cause problems for the
inexperienced
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